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Abst.ract _ ........................ 
... 
This report summarises the neeci for an alte.rnat1.ve 
energy sou1•ce and propos.es a.n alectrical scheme suitable 
for the transmi~s~c~ of wave power generated electricity 
. ~· ... ... ... . , .;~ : ; : 
20km to land by subma.r.irie liuk . The capital cost, unit cost 
and reliability ar6 ~tudied with a view to assessing the 
overall economic viability of bulk electrical generation 
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1 .1 The Need for an Alter pa ti ve Ene.Ls..Y_Source 
The limitations for any source of energy are the renew-
ability of supp ly anti the technical and economic feasibility 
of exploitation. All energy sources currently used on a 
larg~ scale suffer fro m one, or ~ore, of t t ese limitations. 
It is however t he finite nature of these sources which causes 
most c::mcern. 
At present, although fossil fuels su}ply most of the 
world's electrical energ} ·require rnents, nuclear fuels are 
taking on an increasingly large role. The cost of oaking 
an accurate survey of the re~aining reserves of these fuels 
would be e~orrrous. Nevertheless, the for~ulation of current 
energy policies which deter rn i ~e the future exploitation of 
fuels requires some estimate of the availability of suitable, 
econo~ically recov erabl ~ r eserves. A study of some recent 
estimates of t he world's reserves of fossil fuels, and of 
uranium, will reveal the reasons betind the present concern 
for an alterna t ive source of energy: that is, one which is 
not currently being exploited. 
In 1973 it was estiffia t ed that the world 's gross coal 
( 1) 
resources totalled 15.2 x 1d2 t (Table1.1). This figure 
is made up from known reserves plus inferred deposits~ 
Previously, in 1968, the ~orld Energy Conference identified 
12 over 8 .8 x 10 t. These figures show remarkable consistency. 
Assumi.ng t hat 501; of these reserves can be ec-onomically 
recov ered, this figure represents 1500 times t he 1970 world 
output of about 2.9 x 10 9 t .of coal. Various spokesmen for 

















"Assuming tha t world coal r Equirements will increase 
by 5% ~er annum until t he end of t he ce ntury .... ........•• 
sufficient res erves would still be remaining t o sustain 
output at the level of year 2000 for ov er 300 years. 11 
Although this appears to represent an . abun6ant supply of 
coal, .reference to Table 1.1 will show an unequal di s t.r ibution 
of r Eserve ~ wh ich could r es ult i n severe shortages i n so~e 
areas at a fai r ly early date. 
The ma jor drawback of coal as a fuel is evident in t he 
ener 5y pol i cy of t he United States. · i t h abu:iciant .r Eserves 
readl l y available, t he United States is rEluct~nt.to revert 
I 
to coal because of t he environsental aspects of usi~g high 
sulph ur c011 tent c1eposi ts . Factors suc h as D..ncertainty in 
sup;lies of low sul; hur coal; high cost of rE moval of sulphur 
fro m coal or effl uent gases ; health and safety regula tions 
affecting ·the minihg of coal and the recurrent transport 
problems make t he future use of coal a less attractive pro-
positio~ tha~ t he bare r esource esti~at es first suggest. 
The role of oil for future electr i cal generation is 
more critical than that of coal. Re cent estlrrates (1 972) 
9 3, ( 3 ) 
favo ur a fi gure of about 1900 x ·10 9 barrel s (300 x 10 m ; 
as a measure of the world's ul ti~ate recoverabl~ resources. 
9 It may also prove oossible to extr act a furt be r ·200 x 1 O 
9 3 barrel s (32 z 10 m ) fro m t he sa~e sites by us ing i mp roved 
tec hnique s. The pr~ce r i ses of 1973 and 1974 have stabiliz~d 
world deoand at about 20 x 10 9 ~arrels (3.2 x 109m3; per 
annum. At t his level of de ~and t he se reserves will last 
for· 105 years but only 40 years at a growt b rate of 4~'b .• 
More r s serves of oi l will al most certa inly be fo und. 




·' ' j 
along wi th, i ndeed ahead of, t he price of other fuels, t t ose 
reserves already known , bu t previously conside;ed to be uneco-
no~ic, will be opened up . Notwi t hstanding t hi s~ t he situation 
is fa st be comi ng critical: 
11Prouuct ion rates have now .reached tt·~e level at which cur.ml -
ative production for t t e decade represents a substantial 
proport ion of t he ~orld 's est ioat e6 recoverabl e resources and 
it is obvious t r.3.t such ~rowt h rates can only be supp:nted 
(3J . 
for· a li rr. i ted perioa .H 
The world is n-ot run.n.i ~16 ,out of oil , but future poli cies 
. 
influencing t he us age of oil reserves ~ust be consid Ered at 
length anci wi t i_ great care . 
Of t he three fossil fuels ci scussed te re natural gas 
reserves are t ~e mos t di f f i cul t to quantify. This is because 
~- of diffe re nces in 6ef initions, energy values, corrposition , _ 
etc., betwe en sets of data produced by di ffere nt countries. 
Also , natural ga s is a new anti expand ing i ndustry with 
po_icies relating to its d~ve lop~ent varying t hroughout t t e 
world. Mi s ffi anageKent of resources in t t e United States ha s 
leci to a s ituation of severe s upply difficulties in the 
i mmediate future . Thi s in turn has i nf luence d t he pol i cies 
of other counti'i es. I n particular, natural gas s '.lpplies in 
t he Uni ted 1i ng( om are alr eady rationed and t he devel~p~ent 
of t he ~arke t is very close l y monitored o 
fhe present world reserves of natural gas are estimated 





oil. If, however , t he reported U.S.S. R. r eserves are exploit ed 
t hi s is expected t o produce so~e 86 x 1012m3• These fi gures, 
together with t he changing pol ici es of t he world and t he 
extremely uneven distribution of reserves, only help to 
' -· 













emp h~s ~se the uncertain position of natural gas in future 
energy supplies f::>r the world • 
Nuclear fuels present a similar problem to that of 
natural gas . The extent of tre available resources is known 
to a certain de~ree but there are ~any factJrs which will 
.influence tr.e de£.1and on t hes e resources . The t.::ital acwunt 
of uranium available , to a dep th of about twenty kiloxetres, 
is probably of t he order of 1014t. Thi s figure i nclu6es 
sources of suc h low grade, containing 0 .001 ~ or less, that 
t hey must 9rove uneconomic. A conservat i ve esticate of t he 
reserves is gi ven in Table1.2. Total reserv~s to a price of 
; 
~ 6 ' 60f/ kg of U
238 
amount to 4.05 x 10 t. Exploration for the 
meta l has not be en intensive and there are expected to be 
furt her substantial ecJno~ically rec.::iverab:e deocsits. 
The principal f actor affe c ting tte exploitation of 
uraniu~ r ~sources will be t he extent of develop~ent of diff-
erent ty;Jes of reactors. One ext1e .1e would be total cor._mit -
~ent to advanced t her xal reactors supplying the world 's 
1 OOOJ11, 0f a 6,na11ci . h ArL'1Ual ore co:1sutnp ti:rn would be 1 .2 x 1 O-'t 
and present r e serves U.:J to 6oJ/t 6 .:if u308 woul d last until 
ab.:::iut 201 O. On- t l:e other hanci , if cor.ic.ercial fast reactors 
.. 
wer·e to be in tr.:ici.uced in 1985 a .:1.d expanded until 2000 , after 
which al l existing th ~r xal and fast reactors wer e r eplaced 
by a n0tional , molten salt br eeder react.:ir which achieves 
100~ penetrati Jn by the year 2025, the nuclear programme 
would be free fro m further dependence on mined uranium. 
The shor ter term (t he next twenty to thirty years) is 
t he re al probl em for uranium ore sup ;:, lies. With appr9xim-
at~ly 500GW of ther mal reactors installed or 9lanned and 
leng lead times fro~ di scovery t.:i extract i .:in ,f uranium, 
4 
•• . i 
r 
• 
severe strain will be placed on present suppliers. Fast 
breeders wi ll have no effect on supplies withi n t his time 
scaleo 
There is, t her efore , l ittle hope of satisfying future 
electrical ener gy demana.s fro m present sources . Supplies 
of both oil and natural ga s must be ge ared to premium price 
mar kets and t t1i s au tor:1a t ic ally excludes large volume, low 
efficiency steam rais ing power stations. It would appear 
t hat t t e dec lining role of coal ~ust be stopped (even 
reversed) if we are to survive t he 1980s with a co~f ortabl e 
f.larg in of safe t y . '.. ucl ear power , our· prese:it hop e for U:e 
f uture, de; ends on t he concercial development of ne~ types . 
of reactors, as those i ~s ~a~ l ed to da t e are already starting 
to strain their fuel resources. · A logical a; proac t t o t ~e 
~.rob l em requires t t e investigation of all possible opt i ons. 
Resul ts of work with fa s t br eeders i n France and 3ritain are 
not discouragin~ . Also , progress wi th fusfon reactors, 
although inevitably not proQeed:ng as quickly as anticipated, 
is being ra&.cie. It is, however, .rather presump tuous to put 
all of our eggs in t t e nuclear basket - there may be other 
feasible opt ions . 
l.2 Possibl e Alternative Sour·ces of :I:,ne~ 
There have been !'.:l.any suggesti.Jns f :>r extract i ng _p owe r 
fro Q renewable sourceso These ar e developed ultimately 
from ei ther t he eartt, moon or sun. Power from t he sun can 
be considered as infinite. We can tap this source wit hout 
affectin; it s long or shor t ter m fu ture output. If it were 
to 11 g.J out 11 , t ':en t he world's der?:an<..l for electricity uould 










of tides would also appear to be relatively secure. 
I 
Itl 
contrast and despite the opinion of many people, geothe ~mal .. ·-power is finite. Al though it 1nay be in a burrd:arrl·: supply .· it 
must inevitably suffer· U:e fate of fossil fuels - an end 
to its r ·eser·ves . 
'1.2o1 Solar Energ y 
·-
Direct conver sion of solar energy by . solid state devices 
has pr :;en. s 1;.ccessful fo r pm-.,ering s rr:al l rcachines an.d inst,r,.u-
.. . .. 
· men ts especially on satellites . Ear t h bound collectors · 
receive .radiation 0f .auch lower intensity and t hi s coupled 
wit h a ~axiGu~ t he or etical efficiency ·for suc h devices of 
251c malrn s t he viability of large scale ge~1er a tion doubtful. 
(It is ~opular ly quoted ttat it takes fourt een years for a 
solid state solar cell t o re cou9 t he energy used for its 
xanufact ure.) Geostationary satellites beami~g power to 
Earth via microwave s have b~en proposed. The capital cost, 
mai nt ainance cos t and reliability of such a sche~$ ere 
1 t t . 1 h '' 't' (S) ~ mos . cer aln y prO _lO l lV~o 
Direct conversi on of solar energy by foc using the Sun's 
rays onto a boi l er is also poss ibl e. By concentrating t he 
ra6iation fro~ just un6er two square ki_ome tres area , the 
te::ipera t ur·e of the boi le r- t:: ay be raised ·ro 2000°K. Another 
~ro~osal utilizes t he greenhouse ef fect to raise t he te~p - · 
era ture of a G1 ixture of r:: ol ten sa.l t a.:.1d potassium contained 
in pipes with selective coatings . 1ven undGr near· ideal 
conditions almost one tenth of t he area of Arizona would 
be r e · uired a s a collec tion area in ::nder to supply t h.e 
der:1and of t ·~e United. States in 1970 . 
~ · 1.2.2 Biological c ~nversio n 
r ' i 




his ti~e on Earth began. Today, it is still possible to ~ 
supply all of his electrical r eqllir ements by bur ning wood. 
In Britain , hoHever·, t hi s wo uld require devoting 4-5}b of the 
land area to growing trees and a furt he r 20% to husbandry. 
~ith cEop-bearing land at a premium throughout the world, 
it would be har6 to justify t he use of land in this way. 
On . t he ot l~er hand, . ·countr·ies with tropical cli;r.a tes, lower 
populati ::m densities and vast areas of unproductive forest 
may find such a scheme more than attractive. 
1.2.3 ~~indoower 
An equally subtle ·manifestation of solar energy is t he 
wind. v-Jind s are caused by t he differential heating of t he 
Earth's surface by t r.e Sun. This difference is oost ~renoun-
ced between land and sea giving rise to reasonably predict-
. 
able coastal winds. Man's atterrp ts to harness this source 
of energy have spanned cen t uries. Although successful l y 
producing electricity on a small scale his success rate fpr 
large scal e generation has · been negligible. 
Windmill designs fall into two classes: horizontal or 
vertical axis. The lar gest of tte traditional horizontal 
axis cie sign wa s t he 1 • 25MW Smith-? utna::n rrachine. This 
was built in 194-1 and stationed on a hill in central Ver mont. 
The tower was 30 me tr es high and the blades 53 metres across. 
Shortly after entering com~er cial operation, one of t he 
blades was destroyed i n strong winds and the project was 
ended. Until recently, vertical axis ~ac hinis have been less 
popular because of t~eir lower effi ciency. The N~tional 
Research Council of Canada _have des i gned a windmill which 
shows so CTe i mor ovement in efficiency over other vertical . ( 5) 
















section whic h bow out to a dia rreter of 4.25 metres. The 
1 t . 1 t t . 11 ? I • C_ 6 - 1 . , . . t 81~ T e ec r·1ca . ou pu 1s . ~·<···, 1n a o . ms-- wina , r1s1ng o n.w 
i n a 13ms-1 wind , Beaufort Force 4 and 6 respectivelya 
Horizontal axis machines have a high capital cost that 
is attributable to t he factor of safety which must 'be built 
in if t he equi pment is to surv ive gale force winds . In 
such conditions t he bending stre sse s at t he roots ·of t he 
r0tors and on t he tower ar e enormous. It is possible to 
feat her t he rotors in such cond itions but t his must weaken 
t he structure at i ts mos~ critical point . At the same ti~e, 
t he 11 cut-in11 wind spe ed must be as low as possible in order 
to smooth t~e f l uctuat ions in output . Vertic al axis rr.achines 
hav e many advanta 6 es for they do not need to be turned face 
to t he wind , ne ed only a s;-;:ia.11 support t ower, celiver their 
powe r c1.os e t 0 gro 1..-:..nd level and have much r·eauced bending 
stress. 
The difficulty of harne s sing t he wind's energy reduces 
to a r; roblem ;:,f energy sto,rage . Al t h.oug h Lany lar·ge scale 
storage ~euiums have been proposed, none (other t han pump ed-
water storage ) have yet- been pr ovea.< 4) Until effective 
storage can be incorpora ted into a wind power dG sign the low 
load factor· associated with unreliability of supply will 
make t he cost ; rohibitive. 
1.2.4 Tidal Power 
Tides ar e generated fro m t he varying gravitational 
fields pr oduced by t he _relative motion of the sun anc moon. 
Operating on a fourteen day cycJ.e, the usual tidal variation 
around t he wo r ld is about one metre. Certain geographical 
situa t i ons can, ho0ever, give rise to tidal variations suit -




including t he Severn Estuary. The C. E.G.B. have modelled 
several of t he proposed sc hemes fJr this site. By using 
different modes of operation, their estimates of the avail-
able power vary from 2500:-lVJ to 5000lvfv~ . 
This upper limit represents 10~ of Britain's demand, 
at an estimated construction cost of £1500 million. ~ith 
no fael costs and the possibl e benefits to shipping and 
-communications such a sche~e app ears to be attractive. There 
are, however, many problems. The loose material in the 
estuary bed makes barrag~ construction difficult and leaos 
to silting whic h bl0cks tu~bine entry ports and shipp ing lanes. 
Due to long construction t ime s, interest charges will raise 
the overall capi tal cost and t he output ~ay ~ore realistically . 
represent somewhat less than 1ot of demand by t he completion 
date. 
One of the best known tidal sche r.:es outside the U.S.S.R. 
was built at the Rance Estuary i n France in 1966 wi t h an 
ins talle<i capacity of 240i-·1" . Situated at the most f avour·able 
site in ~estern Lurope, t he sche~e has worked satisfactorily 
aJart froQ diff icul ties with silting. The future of tidal 
power r equires a greater appreciation of t he environmental 
impact in the surrounding areao The ex_p erience gained at 
Rance s houl d prove invaluable in assessing these problems. 
1.2.5 Geot hermal ? ewe r 
Geot hermal powe r can be extnacted £ram two types of 
well: the "conventional 11 wet well and the dry well. A few 
sites aro und t he world generate electricity fro m sources of 
hot wa ter near volcanoe s. An Italian sche~e ·at Larderelo, 
start ed in 1904, njw has a capac i ty of 370i\r~~ . One site at 
Wairejei in New Zealand and another a t ·The Geysers in 
9 
. . , 
: ;, 




' . I 
; ~. 
I j 
California , have capacities of 290l·f:J and 400HiJ res9ectively. 
~- In addition to being very localised, the power ava i lable 
f.rom the wet geothermal sources is limited: some 60 ,oom,M 
(6) 
per annuw for fifty years in anticipated. 
The dry well depends on a high t emperature gradient 
through the crust of t he Earth. Two holes are dril led vert-
ically downwar·d until . a suJ table te r.ip era tu.re .., of rock is 
reached. iiydrostatic pre ssure is us ed to fracture the rock 
and sanci. is pumped down to h.old the fi ssures open. water· 
is circulat ed fro ~ the lower hole t hrough the fracture to 
the upper hole and is withdrawn as ho t water for generation. 
\ 
These t echniques are wel1 established in t he oil incustry. 
Although suitable sites fcir dry wells are more abundant, 
t he necessa.r y higher te r:ipe ra tur·e gr adient s te nd to be found 
only at~sites of recent volcanic activity. A proj ect scheme 
at Los Ala ~Q s, New ~exico, working with a te~p erature grad -
ient of 100 Kkm- 1 near t he surface, hopes to extract so=e 
250~,:,-., of heat . Lower t her mal gradients oean that the b:ire · 
holes oust be drilled deeper. In t he United Kingdo~, a 
K -1 ( te:.perature graoient of 30 km. such as is found in parts 
of Cornwall) could produce el ectr-ici ty at £JOO to £600 per· 
( 5) 
kilowatt. -Although the lower figure is co mp e t itive with 
nuclear power, t ' e experience to be gained a t i.os Alar:1os is 
needed to quantify the probl e~s and co sts more. precisely~~- ; 
1.2.6 ·¥~ave Power 
The ocean acts as a large collecting ~nci c~ncentrnting 
medium for the diffuse power of t he wind . Wave power is 
t herefore ul ti (.1ately cierived fro m t he Sun . Since t here is 
no associated fuel aost t he efficiency of a wave power 





lar ge scale power extractiJn have been propos ed but reasonable 
efficiencies have only recently been achieved. In particul ar , 
Salter '(1 974-) at U:e Universi ty of Ed inburgh ha s achieved 
efficiencies of more t han 50% over a bandwidth of 2 to 1. 
A design by Sir Christopher CJckerel l has achieved effic~ 
iencies of 4-4% over a narrower bandwidth. · 
Data fro m t he weat her s hip 11 Ind.ia 11 in the Hort h Atlantic 
suggest s t hat t he average power available throughout t he 
year is 70kV~ per me tre of wave f rant. A barr·age son:e 720km 
in length could sup~ly t he pr esent United Kingdo~ deniand for 
power . The economic viabi lity of Salter's wave powe r scheme 
(for generating electricity to transmit ·by cable to shore) . 
is t he sub j ~ct of this report. 
Br i ef ~etails of have ? over Schexe. 
The device us ed by Salter to extract power from wa ves 
( 6) 
is known as a duck; see Figur e 1.3.1. The leading edge 
of t he duck abs orbs t he energy of an incident wave (as would · . ' . 
a flat plate ). The back .is .. rounded. so that none of the 
absorb ~d ener gy is transmitted to t he water on t he lee side. 
The optimum contour of t he leading ed ge is . frequency de pendent 
and so must be tuned to t he anticipated average fre quency 
of ocean ~aves. The approximate size of a single duck is 
envisa6ed as being about ten metres in dia~eter by twenty 
to fo r ty metres in l ength . The construction ~aterial would · 
be concrete and the physic3l interconnection between duck s 
is by means of a semi-r ig i d backbone. 
This study is based on a conceptual wave power plant 
desi .;ned to ,ge.lller-ate 400MW , o f electrical. power. This is a 
convenie nt size of electrical a~d ci vil plant to for m a 
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with t he whole modular concept of t he design. The magnitude 
of power output is also sufti ciently lar~e (about one-quarter 
t he size of a m0dern conventi Jnal land-based power sta tiod) 
to give r6asonable pract ical comparisJns. The length of duck 
string involved in a sche~e~ of t his size would be approx-
) %, 
i mately 8kw , with about 130 connected ducks. A suitable 
site for such a sch~J~ lies so~e 20km off the west coast of 
t he Outer Eebrides. Here t he average annual wave s ize is 
amongst t he highest around our coastline. Also, t ~e area 
is conveniently remote fr0m any xajor shipping lanes. 
Electrical generation woul d take pla ce inside t he hollow 
ducks. The motor s, genera t or s, transfor ~Ers and other ass-
ociated equi pffient would be housed near to the internal per i-
~eter so t ~at their combined inertia · ~ay be utilised to best 
~ advantage (by maxi mising t he total rocking Jnertia). The 
electrical power woul6 be fe d by flexible low voltage cables 
to a process ing station on t he sea bed. This processing .. 
station woul a step up the voltage to a suitable value for 
trans~ission to shore. If d.c. transmission were to be 





















Details of ~lectrical OQtions 
No one scheCTe can claim to be the best and at this 
early stage a divergence of ideas will provide a pool of 
possible options. However, in oEder to carry out an eco-
nomi c study, a likely scheme must be fairly well definedo 
Such a scheme .is proposed in this report but wherever 
appropilate, optional systems are_ suggested • 
2.1 On-Duck 3cheme 
A schemat ic diagram showing the on-board power flow 
is shown -rn Fig. 2. ·1.1. ft:e op tion of a. c. or d~·Co does 
not have·a gre at influe~ce ~n the on-duck equipment because 
a.co generators will almost certainly be chosen: d.c. requires 
frequent ins; ection ana maintenance oI commutator brushes 
and is li~ited in unit size . The reliability and oerfor ~-
1 ance of brushes depends on many factors (atmo§pheric enviro n-
ment; hardness of ~aterial; generating voltage, current 
.. "" 
ahd speed etc.} but bi monthly inspection would be require~. 
The re CTote and hazardous nature of the plant environment 
make& such a schedule i mp ossible. Thus generation would 
be by synchronous machines. If d.c. transmission to shore 
were to be used, then soae generator interconnections and 
... , tiansfor mei wind i ngs may be altered o 
The sc;;h.e,a;_e assur:ies the existenc.e of a rotating pri:ne 
mover within each· duck, gove r ned by · a tor·que limiter to 
protect the motors and electrical equip ment fro m damage 
when the incident wave power density is greater t han the 
des ign fi gure . It will become apparent later that in 
order to achieve a hi gh efficiency the torque limitei would 
have to operate fot m6st of the time. Breaking wave s are 
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eve nt some ~or e eff ect i ve means of attenuation would have 
to be pr·ovided. The pr· i me mover· would d.rive an oil pump 
and t he storage of t he comp resse d oil c~uld act as a buffer 
to help even out the minute to minute fluctuations. Hydr-
aulic motors could then use the comp ressed oil to drive 
the a.c. generator s. 
The three pha$e a~c. generators envisaged would use 
brushleii. excitatiari ~nd haie built-iri lutomatic voltagi ' 
regulationo Generating Li-OOkd at 4-1511 and 0. 8 9owe.r ;factor 
( 500kVA), they would be suppl ied comole te w5. th a pi l ot 
exciter incorporating a permanent magnet a.c. generator. 
Tt is is r equirea to J roduce the necessary d .c. excitation 
when operating fro m dead starto These machines could operate 
without shut down o.r ·~aintenance for over twelve mont hs. 
lf rotating at 1500 r.p. m. their most likely fault would 
be of a mechanic al rather t han electrical nature. In part-
icular t his woulti most like1y be a bearing failure which 
would necessita t e co~plete shutdown of ttat set. 
Provision would be made f or the selection of individ-
ual generators via solid state a.c. controller-s o These 
consist of a pair of back-to-back thyristors wi th over-
voltage and t hermal overload protection. As well as con-
t.rolling t he power flow t he devices would replace nor mal . . 
circuit breaker protect ion . The three phase output fro m 
each generator would be fed to busbars. The busbars feed 
a s eries of onboard step-up tr ansformers distributed at 
points al ong the string of ducks. The power w::ml d then 
fee d via flexible cables t ~ a pr ocessing stati~n on t he 
sea · beo. 
The proposed sche~e (Fig . -2.1.2) uses an average 
16 
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A. C. CONTROLLER 
CONNECT I N I NG 
TO BUSBAR 
FIGURE 2.1.2 Proposed Scheme. (a) Duck String. {b) \nterconnect i on of 





























i ncident wave power· density design figure of 50k\~ m-1 , t he 
choice of whi ch is explained in secti:m 3 .1 .1. Hence for 
a thirty · metre duck the total incident l'J ower is 2. 51-il/J. 
(A thirty metre duck falls i n the ~iddie of the proposed 
t wenty to forty metre duck len~th). Eight of the proposed 
generators would be used to provide sufficient generating 
capacity to handle waves stronger than 50kt,Jm·1 • 
Four ducks would be electr·ically connected by t he 
common busbars which woul d each feed one of the step-up 
transfor~ers. ~his requires ttat thirty-two generators 
be synchronisea . The transf or mer w:mlci be 4-1 5V/ 11 kV and 
\ 
rated at 16~·1VA . 11kV would ther·Ef::ne be the required size 
of flexi ble cable for ~ower transf er to t he sea bed. 
~any possibilities of on- duck sche mes are available . 
For exa ?.Jp le, it may be possib~e t.o conne ct the entir·e barr age 
by one continuous t hree phase busbar. ?ower would be tap-
ped from t he busbar at regular intervals by steo-up trans-. ' -~ ~ 
formers and then fed to the sea bed. The main advantage 
of this sche rae is that, should one (o~ possibly more) of 
the flexible fables fai l , the n.each of tte re maining trans-
for mers and cables would share the additiJnal load. Thus 
. ~ 
the failure of a few cables would, by not affecting the 
output capacity of t he s tr·ing of ducks , si gnificantly 1ncre a se 
the reliability. Possible difficulties arise with this 
sche:r_e in connection with: 
(a) the stability of the generators:- With waves approach-
ing the ba r rage at an acute angle, neighbouring ducks may 
be 90° out of phase . This results in some generators gen-
(8) 
erating and some nea1'by ge.ner ator s motoring. 
(b) the stability of the rectifiers:- ~hen a.~. rectification 
18 
occurs the d.c. is nJt smooth but has a ripple superimp osed 
on the d.c . FJr a six pulse rectifier arrange~ent the 
ripple frequency is 300Hz. A twelve pulse arran6ement would 
give a s;:naller ripple amplitude and· the frequency would be 
600Hz. This is preferable and can be obtained by arrang-
ing the transfJrmer secandaries alternately . in star and 
delta. 
(c) the rating of the transformers: - This would have to 
be higher than under normal operating conditions. Costly 
iedundance WJuld therefJre b~ built in. Naturally, t he 
same cos ments apply to the flexible power cables to the 
sea bed . 
Anothet possibility ~ori~d be to rectify on-board. · 
This could be done at either t he· ge nerating volta ge or 
after the step-up traasformer . The benefit of this would 
be to have all the rectifiers on the surface and hence more 
accessible. Li ttle ~ore t han cable jointiQg would .be 
r~quired on the sea bed . ~ 
2.2. Processi~g on the 3ea Bed 
T9 prevent ingression of the sea water t he station 
would ha~e to be perfect l y sealed. A suitable technique 
is already developed for use with metal clad SF~ sub-o 
stations. · In fact, SF 6' because· ·or it's ·elec.tr:ical pro:Jer~ . ( 9) . 
ties would be ideal for ra i sing t he internal pressure 
above t hat of t he, external. This would be required in 
order t ha t any small leaks woul d be of SF/ to the sea. 
0 
The contents of t he statiJn are principally determined by 
the choice ofa~c. or d.c. trans~ission. 
An a.c . sc heme would req uire a co mmon busbar fed by 


















by a three phas~ step-up transf Jr mer producing t he required 
tr.ansr ission vol tagb; probabl y 275kV. 
. 20 
A d. c. sche ;'!1e woulc. requi r e the cJnnection of the ifl- · 
coming t hree phase supply in series as shown in Fig. 2.2.1. 
This configura ti:m woul ci pr od uce the high volta ge levels 
needed for effective d.c. tr ansmission. The nu~ber of units 
connect ed in series woula depend on the requir ed tr ans ~ission 
volt ~g e and tl':e voltage leve l of each rectifier. Any single 
Pni t may be omi ' t ed by cl osing t he by-pass switch . 
Concerni ng both sche~es, t he 0 roupi ng of fo ur duc ks 
together ( a s in t he pr oposed sche~e) w~uld simplify the cable 
arrange~ents to the sta tion . The switc hing gear and internal 
wiri ng of t he stat i on woul d al so be c uch r educed (Fi g. 2.2.2). 
Th e syst err: woul · h.Jwever be l e_ s f lexi bl e t han i f an 11kV 
cable were t:::> be run f rom ea ch duck. In that i nstance any 
singl e due~ , or number of ducks, coul d be co~pletely iso-
lated f ~r maintenance or in t he ev ent of ij fa ult • . ¼ith 
groupi ng , al t hou~h each generator ~ay be isolat ed via t he 
circuit bre aker and a.c. controller, t he s rr.allest nu~ber of 
du.c}ts \Jbich r:i.ay be disco ~i.nec teo. f r :i ,:: t he sta tion i s four. 
Tle si~plified processing stati :in ~ay, t heref :i re, have an 
adverse affe ct on reliability and avai lability . (Tbe con-
t i nuous busbar scheme ~ent i oned in 2.1 woul d avoid this 
problem). 
Transmis si:in As hor e 
Trans ;!li ssion as hore will be by a.c. or d.c. Ther e are 
two ba se s f :i r decision : one t echnic al and t he other econo mic. 
Obviousl y t he t wo ar e not i nd ependent but t here Tay b~ one . 
singl e overr i ding r eason , t echnical or econo mic, which pre-
cludes one ty pe of tr ans ffi iss i on sc heme. A discussion of 
'!:' •, 
. , , 
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the technical feasibility of both a.c. and d.c. schemes is 
given in reference 10. The economic basis for decision for ms 
a later part of this report. It is, hJwever, appropriate · 
to outline the main factors of both bases hereo 
Power trans~ission at high voltages is more efficient 
( 11) 
by d.c. The a.c. losses are caused by having to charge 
the cable ca~acitance twice every cycle. Quadrature charg~ 
ing current therefore appears in a.c. cable or line. The 
voltage withstand levels of insulation are proportional to 
peak voltage . In an a .c~ line, t he ·power transmitted is 
pro~ortio~al to t he root c~an square (r. m.s.) voltage where as 
in d.c . t he peak and r. s .s. voltages are t he same. This 
means t hat oore power, at a hi gter voltage , may be trans-
mitted by d.c. Pr.Jble c s arise s r..ould t r .. e wh ole country be 
supplied frox d.c. trans~ission. There is a demand fJr 
quadrature current fro ~ t he grid system and special arrange-
( 10) 
ments woulci have to be rr:ade to :neet t his. 
For the technical reasons mentioned above (lower break-
down insulation 'anci l ess copper), a d.c. line trans:r.itting 
the safile power as a comparable a.c. line is cheaper. The 
terminal equip~ent associated with d.c. trans~ission (bas i c-
ally rectifiers and inv er ters) is ~ore costly than the a .c. 
equival ent equip::1ent. The breakpoint · f :)l' a financi al decis -
ion on a.c. or ·d.c. occurs when t he savings fro m using the 
cheape r d .c. line balance t he extra cost of the d .c. terminal 
equipment. It is, t~erefore, comm on pract i ce to use d.c. 
for larger transmission distances o 
The propos ed offs hore distance for the barrage of ducks 
(20km) is near t he breakpoint. For t hi s reason , bot h t he 
. 
tec hnical and 6conomic aspects of a.c. and d.c. transmission 
23 ,. 
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ashore must be studied. A discussion of the technical con-
siderations is to be found in reference 8, however, a b.rief 
description of two ~ossible schemes follows. 
Transmission ashore by a .c. is most likeiy to be by 
tbree phase cable. At 275kV the conductor cross-section 
woul<i be 500mm2• Short a.c. submarine links are fairly 
coinmon and no s11ecial proble ,,::. s otter than handling t he la.r&~ 
diameter cable are envisaged • 
Since d.c. submarine links are also fairly common a 
(12,13) 
great deal of experience :has been gained in this fie}u • 
.. . 
Tr:e systsm would USE ::2501cv trans r:. issiJn cables and t he 
earth and sea as a r eturn cond uc t or. There is also consider-
(10,14) 
able exp erie nce in tte use of eert h electro6es • 
There are many pJssible routes for tte trans ~ission 
line but al l woul<i r·Ec;. ui .re gr i d' reinf o.rce .~1ent ::rn the shore. · 
An econ0:::ic appraisal of some sf ecific routes is includeci. 
in Cr:ap ter 3 i.-:h i l st t te reliatili ty a11d availability of 




Without specifying a precise scheme an exact costing 
can not be achieved. Hence, the proposed scheme can only 
be·used as an illustrative example to provide an order of 
magnitude estimate. As an inflationary ecopomic climate 
makes year old prices out of date and unrealistic, most 
prices have been quoted on an informal basis. The costs 
from each section are tabulated for easy reference. · 
Costs Onboard the 'Barrage (Table 3.Ll) 
3.1.1 Civil Cost 
The civil cost of the duck is cletermined by its physi-
cal size. This figure would include the jointing between . 
ducks to form a string and the provision of foundations for 
internal generating equipment and auxiliaries. The optimum 
size would be a function of the design figure used as the 
average wave power density. An important parameter in 
I 
determining t~is is the load factor of the duck. The load 
factor is defined as the actual energy delivered from the 
sche~e divided by the energy delivered if the scheme were 
operating continuously at maximum output. From inspection 
of the whole year output for duck diameter curves, (see 
Fig. 3.1.1) it would appear that a 10m. diameter duck scheme 
designed for · 50kWm-1 is near an optimum. From the curves, 
this would give a whole year mean power ou~put of 28kWm-1; 
a load factor of 56%. A larger duck diameter .designed for 
50k:Wm-1 would improve the load factor but not by a signifi-
cant amount considering the extra capital cost. The incident 
wave power density varies from zero in flat calm. to about 
1MW per metre in stormy seas. However, to design for a 
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redundancy which would adversely affect the load factor. 
The estimated capital cost per duck is about £500 per 
( 10) 
metre length and per metre diameter. For the proposed 
barrage scileme of total length 8km this would amount to 
£4-0,000,000. 
Cost !of Motors and Generato.rs 
Brief . technical details of the proposed generators are 
given in section 2.1. Further information about their 
interconnection etc., is given in reference 8. The cost 
(15) 
of a single generator -was quoted as £2,600. With eight 
generators in each duck and 25G ducks this qomes to .£5.4-M. 
The duck would be designed for- an incident wave power 
.1 
density of 50kWm 1 and this means an incident design power 
of 1 ,600}~W per duck. However, the installed generating 
capacity prsposed above is 3,200kW per duck. Now a certain 
surplus generating capacity is required to .deal with waves 
stronger than 50kw;1• Although (as mentioned in section 
2.1) a torque limiter is used as protection, the system would 
suffer a reduction in efficiency if this were set too near 
the precise required torque. Notwithstanding this~ a factor 
of two (3,200id installed capacity to 1,600kW incident design 
power) may be over cautious and some savings could be eff-
ected by reducing this ratio and using fewer generators, · 
A figure of £5.4M is taken as the cost of generators 
for the proposed scheme. 
The hydraulic motors used would be capable of attain-
ing speeds suitable for electrical generation from oil pres-
sures ,of 1.4 x 107 to 2 x 107Nm-2 • These pressures are att-
ainable by using conventional wheel hub motors from slow, 
27 






















of these, which would be fitted with seals · ror marine and 
submarine applications. The total capital cost of the hydr-
( 1 ol 
aulic system is estimated at £6,000,000 • 
3.1.3 Contr~l and Switching Cost 
The a.c. controllers mentioned in section 2.1 have 
-1 ( 16) 
been quoted at around £ 2kW. One cont1·olle.r would be 
required for each generator. The capital cost involved 
would be therefore £0.8M. This price includes the protect-
ion circuit and water cooling accessories which would be 
supplied with the devices. 
The busbars to which the controllers wquld be connected 
' 
' require to be flexible - at least at t he connection between 
ducks. In fact, cabling may we l l be used for this. In the 
extreffie, t he busbar must be capabl e of carrying the total 
installed cppacity. The cost of suitable cable would be 
(20) 
£0.2Hkm-1 ·. and so for the 8km string the total cost would 
be £1.6N • 
On-Board Tr ansformers 
The 16MVA transformers cost around £23,000 with an add-
(17) 
itional £3,000 for neutral ear thing resistors. However, 
the price does include Buchholz protection and oil a~d wind-
ing temperature indicators. For t he proposed scheme the on-
board transformers would -cost less than £1.?M (i.e. one for 
each of the sixty-four,4-duck units). 
The power would .be fed to the sea bed via 11kV cable 
of total .length 20km. The cost of 11kV submar i ne cable is 
( 18) 
about £5,000 per kilometre. The armour ing around normal 
submar ine cabl e would possibly make s uch cable too infl ex-
ible for the proposed application. The required cabl e should 
be abl e to f l ex but r emain water-tight. However, £5,000 per 
'· 
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kilometre is taken as the best available estimate. At this 
rate, the capital cost of electrical connection f!'.om the 
duck string to the sea bed would be around £0.1M including 
termination in the processing station. 
Sea Bed Processing Cost (Table 3.2·~ 1) 
3.2.1 Eguipment Housing Cost 
The starting point for an estimate of the submarine 
station design is the cost of a metal housing for a 500MVA 
( 17) 
transformer. This is in the region of £15,000. One of 
the additional requirements to the normal housing is that 
it must be made water-tight. This can be do~e since totally 
I ' 
enclosed SF6 substations are completely sealed. However, 
the proposed sea bed station has over sixty cable entry 
ports. It would also be subjected to the corrosive nature 
of the sea without having the benefit of easy regular main-
tenance. A factor of seven tiffies, to bring the cost to 
£0.1M, does not seem unreasonable considering the unique 
nature of such plant. 
3.2.2 A.C. Processing Cost 
The a.c. processing plant would basically consist of 
a 500HVA transformer with high voltage circuit breaker pro-
tection (Fig. 2.2.2). The price of the transformer should 
( 17) 
be around £0.8M. A suitabl~ 275kV circuit breaker would 
eost £0.3ct and its associated protection circuitry about 
( 17) 
£0.1M. 
3.2.3 D.C. Processing Cost 
The d.c. scheme would not require a· high voltage circuit 
/ 
breaker since power could not be fed back through the recti-
fier bridge. Therefore, in conjunction with the front-end 





would effectively be isolated from reverse power flow to them. 
Cable length should act as sufficient attenuation for trans-
1 ( 19) 
former faults. D.C. convertors are quoted at around £20kW-
resultin6 in a capital cost of about 20% of this figure (£2M). 
The d.c. sea bed processing costs are, therefore, consider-
ably more than a. c. mainly because of £211 for the rectifiers. 
Transmission (Table 3.3~ ·1) . 














D.C. transmission to shore could be via two cables at 
:250kV, the current carrying capacity of each cable being 
800Ae The 1976 price for such cables is approximately £0.2M 
(20) 
per kilometre and per pair. (Cable quoted at this price 
was capable of carrying 1000A). Each ·pole would be earthed 
at either end and if the system.were balanced (both poles 
carrying the same current) then the earth/sea as a return 
conductor would carry zero current. Electrodes in the land 
and/or sea appear as a capital cost but since anode bars 
( 10) 
decompose (about 20g per 1000Ah) they also appear as 
recurrent costs. Depending upon the siting of the d.c. con-
verting station it may prove convenient to make both elect-
rodes sea electrodes. Otherwise, the land based electrode 
. ( 14) 
will have to be an earth electr~de. The estimated cost 
( 10) 
of providing these electrodes is £0.5M • 
3.3.2 A.C. Cables 
A.C. cable WGuld be 2751N three phase. It is difficult 
to estimate the cost of a.c. submarine cable of this size • . 
An estimate is based on the cost of equivalent capacity d.c. 
submarine cable (£0.2M per kilometre, from above) and t he 
(21) 
cost of a similar a.c. land i nstallation (£0.78N per ltilo-
~etre). The a.c. land installation includes termination costs 
(as does the d.c. figure) and is assumed to include the cost 
of wayleaves. The a.c. cable cost t herefore lies somewhere 
between £0.2M and £0.78M per kilometre. It seems approp-
riate to assume that about half of the total land install-
ation is labour- and wayleave cost. This gives a figure of 
£0.4M. Submarine cable is more expensive than land cable 
because .of higher manufacturing costs and so £0.5M is taken 
as the cost of a kilometre of a.c. submarine cable. 
3.3.3 Cable Laying Cost 
It is once again difficult to find present day figures 
for cable laying. Figures of £75,000 for eight kilometres 
and £40,ooo for two kilometres have been quoted for 11kV or 
(1 8 ) 
33kV cabl_es, . Two factors rr.ust be considered when using 
these as a basis for estimation of costs for twenty kilo-
metres of 275kV cable. Firstly, a major part of the cost 
would be the initial hire of a cable laying ship. This would 
tend to reduce the cost for longer distances. Balanced 
against this would be the extra hire cost of a larger ship 
which is presumable necessary for handling the larger cable. 
Assuming a slight overall saving when laying some twenty 
kilometres, a figure of £8,000km-1 is taken as being approx-
imately correct. (The saving would be greater if many trans-
mission lines for a large schece were laid at the same time). 
The same cost is taken for a.c. and d.c. 
3.3.4 Overhead Line Costs 
The amount of power corning ashor_e would require a 275kV 
.. (8) 
overhead line of conductor configuration 2 x 400mm2 which 
(21) 
costs £61,000km-1• This figure is for a.c. transmission 
and is now used to estimate the cost of an equivalent d.c. 
line. Using the cost ratio of a.c. to d.c. cables (2.5: 1) 
31 
5 -1 gives £2 ,OOOkm • Th1s assumes that the tower sizes (and 
hence costs) are the same which is unlikely. All of the 
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3.3.5 Cable and Overhead Line Routes 
The most reliable route for transmission of power should 
minimise . the number and length of submarine links which are 
susceptible ·to damage from abrasion on the sea bed, sh~ps' 
anchors, trawling etc. The 'most promising route f!'OID this 
point of view would be submarine to the Outer Hebrides, across 
these islands as far as possible by land, submarine to Skye, 
overland to the mainland and then on to, say, Glasgow. This 
route would involve some 370km of line and 50km of submarine 
cable and would require three or four subrr.arine links. To 
transmit 400}M of power, submarine cable costs would be in 
the region of £15.3M and £6.3M for a.c. and d.c. respectively 
(including laying). Overhead lines would be about £22.6M 
and £9.3M (a.c. and d.c. respectively). Therefore, round-. 
ing the total cost of cable and line for this route gives 
approximately £38M for a.c. and £16M for d.c. 
Many rout6s are possible; the route suggested above 
passes through areas of rare beauty and oppo~ition to such 
proposals must be anticipated. By taking a submarine lihk 
direct to the west coast of Argyll, this ~roblem would be 
considerably reducerl. To make such a link under 300km of 
sea and over 100km of land would cost about £158:M for a.c. 
and £65M for d. c. 
Unfortunately, the reliability study in Chapter 5 w-0uld 
appear to rule · out this possibility. The annual fault rate 
on a 3000MW, 300km submarine link would necessitate the 
32 
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permanent siting of a repair ship in . the area. 
3.3.6 D.c. Convertor 
. 3.4 
The cost of the d.c. converter is discussed in 
section 3.2.3 and should come to roughly £8M. <1_9) 
Review of Capital Costs 
The total capital cost would be dominated by the civil 
cost of the duck and the cost of transmission. The final 
civil cost of a duck should be determined by its physical 
dimensions which are in turn dependent on the shape and 
frequency of the waves. Since the civil cost forms such a 
large proportion of the total cost, any incremental change 
in the duck design may produce a significant\ difference in 
the total. As well as being influenced by the nature of the 
seas, the size of the duck would be affected by the policy 
of operation. For example, it may be decided that since the 
, 
fuel is free, large diameter ducks could be used to extract 
as much energy as possible. As explained in section 3.1.1 
this would result in an improved load factor over a smaller 
duck, dependent on the slope of the curves in Fig. 3.1.1 .• 
(Remembering that a ten metre diameter duck was chosen as 
an optimum economic size in 50kWm-1 seas, by increasing this 
to 15 metres the load factor would be improved from 56% to 
62%. However, the capital cost of the scheme would be 
raised from £40i•i to £60M.) Therefore, although the civil 
cost estimates may be accurate, since the design and operat-
ional policy have not yet been finalised, the total cost would 
be subject to considerable variation - possibl.Y up to 35% 
of the capital cost excluding transmission. 
Transmission has a great influence on the capital cost 
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due to the multitude of possible transmission routes. Indeed, 
the economic viability of each proposed site may _be determ-
ined by the transmission costs alone. The longer the trans-
mission distance the more expensive the scheme becomes. As 
the coastal regions of Britain are hi~h amenity areas and 
considerable opposition to the erection of large numbers of 
power lines can be expected, hidden submarine cables may 
have to be used where overhead line would have been cheaper 
and more reliable • 
Capital cost estimates of comparable a.c. and d.c. 
schemes are made in Appendices 1 and 2 resp~ctively. It can 
1 
' be seen from these estimates that considerable savings could 
be made by using a d.c. system. However the additional cost 
of the d.c. converter equipment must also be considered • 
The figures shown apply to a site . lying between five kilo-
metres and twenty kilometres offshore. Hence within ·this 
range (considering the limits of accuracy of the estimates) 
there is little difference in the capital costs. Above 
twenty kilometres the economies of d.c. cables make ~the d.c. 
scheme increasingly attractive. In particular at distances 
over 150 kilometres the power out of a 275kV a.c. cable 
would be minimal because of losses due to high charging cur-
(8) 
r·ents. 
The similarity in price of the t wo schemes leads to 
interesting possibilities regarding transmission routes. 
If considerable opposition to large power lines in e.g. 
Skye, was met, then the only feasible alternative 
would be the use of a d.c. submarine cable link to 
side-step ~ucb areas. For little increaied 66st it 
( 
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would be possible to feed the power from the sea .bed 
processing station to a single shore based switching 
station. The switching station would feed out into the 
d.c. submarine links. In a larger integrated scheme 
the power from several strings of ducks could be fed to 
the switching station on a rota basis. This means that 
one or two strings of ducks could be serviced or could 
fail and there would still be one hundred per cent 
utilization of the costly d.c. transmission link. The 
reliability of a long d.c. link would be very poor 
(Chapter 5) and might influence a decision to use a 
long submarine link, more than the capital cost 
difference. 
A two pole, two conductor d.c. submarine link to 
the west coast of Argyll would cost of the ·order of 
£62M and converter equipment to handle 400MvJ would 
cost £10M (from 3.3). Two 8km barrages with processing 
stations each- capable· of generating 400MW 'would cost 
£106M and a flll'ther £20M to carry their output, by 
separate transmission cables, to the switching station. 
This system WJUld cost just under £540kW-1 - apparently 
twice the price of nuclear.<5) For a scheme capable 
.of delivering 3000M¼i to the mainland, eight 400Mw 
barrages would be used. The d.c. link would be capable of 
handling 3000Mw with additional cables laid to improve 
reliability (Appendix 3). 
All of the costs in this chapter so far have been 
based on the cost per single item of plant. Bulk purchas-
ing for a 400M~ station should result in reductions of 
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of generators, etc., is in t he setting up of a production 
line. On the barrage an 8% saving could be effected in 
this way. For a 3000:MW installation 30% of the sea bed 
processing station cost could be saved. It is, perhaps, 
unlikely that such a large saving could be made on d.c. 
plant costs but on a 3000M~v scale a 10% reduction might 
be hoped for. 
The C. E. G.B. estimate that a plant of capital cost 
£300k.W - 1 would be competitive with a nuclear station.(5) 
This target would appear to be attainable for power 
delivered to a load centre within 400km of the landing 
point if a.c. or d.c. overhead lines were used for trans-
mission. (Appendix 3). It would appear that the target 
could not be approached by high voltage d.c. submarine 
links of 300km. However, there is the possibilty of 
+ . 
going to~ 400kV d.c. as there is some experience of 
operating at this levei.< 12) 
. 3 6 
!. ' 







































·· 4. Unit Cost 
4.1 
The unit cost of electrical energy delivered ashore will 
depend on the load factor of the electrical transmission 
system. Two possibili~ies are of interest. ·The system may 
be used as a marginal cost saver by .reducing the load on 
coal and oil fired statiJns. Alternatively, it could be oper~ 
ated as a base-load supply with or w~thout the assistance 
of a storage scheme. Obviously the mode of operation will 
affect the unit cost and some estimate is made of this below • 
F1rstly, however, the seasonai variation in unit cost is . 
shown by examining the proposed 400~~ scherre • 
Seasonal Variati Jn in Unit Cost 
The unit cost varies throughout the year because of 
the seasonal change in incident wave power ~ensity. The 
va.riatiJn in ~ean power output versus duck diameter is shown 
in Fig. 4.1.1. These curves are derived from the o·bservat-
(22) 
ions of Molison. His results for duck, -diameters f .rom 
. (rear) 
six to eighteen ~etres are ~ hown in Fig. 4.1.2. Using a 
diameter of ten metres gives duck load factors of 30%, 64%, 
_76'i, and 53}~ for summer, autui:;n, winter and spring respectiv-
ely. Estimates of the unit cost of the proposed a.c. scheme .. 
. for the four seasons and fo.r different electrical load fact-
; ors a~e tabulated i n Appendix 3. Also ihcluded are the 
estimates for the whole year. Since the capital cost of the 
proposed a.c. and d.c. schemes are alffiost exactly the same, 
the equivalent d.c. unit costs may be derived by adding 
0.05p/kv.h t.o the a.c. unit costs. {This is an allowance for 
the additional maintenance which the d.c. conversion equip-
ment would require.) 
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FIGURE 4. 1 . 3 Unit Cost (Summer) 
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FI GU RE 4. 1. 5 UN JT COST (Winter) 
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FIGURE 4 . 1. 6 Unit Cost (.Spring) 
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. -~ . 
electrical load factor seen from Fig •.. , 1+.1. 3 to Fig. 1+.1. i. 
This situati~n is not peculiar to wave power and the curves 
are only intended to show the region of sharp increase in· 
unit cost. In fact, the curves show that the electrical 
load factor would best be kept above 1+0%. As a basis for 
comparison of seasonal variations the unit cost for 40% elec-
trical load factor ·is used. The repay~ent rate is difficult 
. 
to ascertain and so the unit costs have been estimated at 
three different rates, (Appendix 3:: Tables). Again for ease 
of comparison the figures for a 15% rate of return are used. 
As might be expected t he poores t results are obtained 
in summer with unit cos t s reaching 2.8p/kWh. Winter, i n the 
other extreme, costs 1p/kWh. The whole year- output is 
• 
1.6p/kWh. It is diff icult to acquire unit costs of nuclear 
and fossil fueled stations for dinect comparison. The 
C.E.G.B. Statistical Yearbook 1974-75 gives some costs of 
generation. However, these appear not to include intere~t 
charges on capital loans and are made up from fuel costs, 
fuel handling costs and operation, repair and maintenance 
costs. The fuel costs for a wave power station are zero. 
Any unit costs of wave power based on operation, maintenance 
' and repair would be order of magnitude estimates since there 
is, to date, no experience in t he operation of wave power 
schemes. Indeed, the figure used for this in Appendix 3 is 
based on the total wor ks cost of a nuclear station, includ-
ing fuel and fuel handling. 
What the figures do show is that, on an order of magni-
tude basis, it should cost .pence, _or fractions thereof, not 
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4.2 Base Load Operstion 
At first s.ight wave power may appear unreliable and 
unsuitable for use as base load power. However, the time 
constants which operate in the North Atlantic are of days 
rather than hours and it should be possible to predict with 
reasonable accuracy the available power more than a week in 
advance. Moreover, it is un.likely that similar prevailing 
weather conditions will occur along the entire coast line 
.... . .... --·l' ... ._., _ _,. 
of Great Britain. It is, therefore likely that if wav~ power 
schemes were to supoly a significant percentage of the 
.• . 
country's energy demand, these schemes would be distributed 
around the coast. Naturally, this would be done with due 
regard to shipping lanes, fishing grounds etc. 
In base load operatibn, ·th, electrical load .factor is 
always. as ·near 1 OOjb ·as · possible: The problem is deciding 
the firm capacity of an installation. The supply would vary 
from day to d~.Y but would be predictable a. week in. advance. 
I~ will also follow a seasooal trend. However, . from the 
(22) 
results of Hoffman for mean power o,utput for a ten met.re 
diameter duck (Fig. 3.1.1) the whole year load factor for 
a duck designed for 50kWm-1 seas will be abJut 56% • 
Allowing for losses in generation, transformation and trans-
.. . 
mission to shore, this will drop to about 50J£. A 3000MW 
installation made up from f::>ur 800MW stations geographically ·· 
distant from one another (e.g. one in the Western Approaches, 
one off the Outer Hebrides, one off the Shetlands and one 
off the Moray Firth) could reasonably be expected to produce . 
1500M~ of firm capacity. Such an installation would cost 
about £520,000,000 giving a price per kilowatt of £350. 










landfall and considerable grid reinforcement would be nec-
essary in some areas e.g. Outer Hebrides.) 
4.3 Marginal Cost Saving 
Marginal cost saving could be effected by off-loading 
coal and oil stations when wave power is ·available. At · 
least two operational philosophies are possible: 
· 4 3 
(a) Because of the long time constants in the sea, it should 
- be possibie to predict how much· power would be available fr·om · 
any wave power installations, say a week in advance. If 
sufficient power appears to be available conventional power 
stations of the equivalent predicted capacity could be shut 
down coCTpletely. The amount saved would therefore be the 
· f-uel cost of t he closed down stati.Jns. This amounts to 
o.64p/kWh on average. Other benefits of this system would 
be that the shut-down plant would be available for inspect-
ion and maintenance. 
(b) The load in several conventional stations c::mld be 
reduced by a small percentage (up to 10j). The small reduct-
ions would total the capacity of available wave power. The 
perc·entage reduction in load is kept small because of the 
sharp drop in efficiency of conventional power stations, when 
the output is reduced by more than 1 OJb . The approximation 
is made that in the upper part of the thermal efficiency/out-
put curve (i.e. 90-100% of Gutput)there is a linear rel~tion-
ship between the power output and fuel , used. Therefore, if 
there were a d~op in the station output of 10% there would 
be a 10Jb saving in fuel costs. flarginal cost saving is made 
up from the fuel saved at each station. 
Because of the assumed linear relationship, the merginal 





However, thermal cycling of machines is an i mportant factor 
in the determinati Jn of their life time. If maintenance is 
not required to be carried out on any machine then this sys-
tem is best used to reduce thermal cycling. Also, there ~s 
all the reduced capaci ty running as spinning reserve in case 
of sudden peak demands, 
4.~ Review of Uni t Cos ts 
.. : . .,. 
The uniquenes s of wave power means that it does not fall 
easily into any of the establ ished categories of operation. 
A week is not re al l y sufficient notice to consider wave powe1 
as--. true base load. Nor, since the fuel is free, does it seem 
I 
practical to ope rate wave power stations at peak demand 
periods only. Pump ed storage will not ·help to. e __ ven out the 
output as this operates on a 24--hour cycle, · and tbe wave 
power dBv i ces would require stand-by capacity to help boost 
output during perhaps a week of calm seas. 
It seems appropriate to operate wave power devices at 
all times unless there is a point where low power levels 
cause more wear to the system than is thought reasonabl e. 
Case (b) of section 4-.3 seems best in this r~spect. The 
wave pow er devices would wor·k at 1001; electrical load factor 
and the amount of power availabl e would be known with reason-
able accuracy. Warm spinning reserve is available if' the 
anticipated pow er levels are not reached. The direct fuel 
savings could a:r;ount to £8~,000,000 per annum from a 30001"!11.J' . 
instal led capacit y scheme costing perhaps £700,000,000 
(assuming fuel saving of o.64p/kW h and a whole year av erage 





It is appropriate to start a discussion on relia-
bility with some definitions. The reliability of a device 
is the probability that it will continue to operate for a • 
desired period of time under the operating conditions met. 
Availability is the probability that a component or system 
is operating under ·certain conditions at a given instant in 
time. · Component failure rate(l)and repair rate(µ)determine 
the reliability and availability of a network. Also, mean 
time to failure (M.T.T.F.), mean time between failure 
(M.T.B.F.), and mean time to .repair (M.T.T.R.) or mean outage 
time (including maintenance) are important self-explanatory 
parameters in the overall concept of reliability. Failure 
has different causes and degrees. A component may fail 
through misuse when stressed beyond its capabilities or it 
may fail because of wear caused by aging. Also, failure 
6an arise from inherent weakness in the component when oper-
ating within its stated capabilities. Degrees of failUl'e 
are partial o.r complete. An instance of partial failu.re :' .. in 
the considered scheme would be, say, a small hydrauJ.ic leak 
resulting in the loss of some pressure. Complete failure 
requires the shutdown of the coffiponent until repairs are , 
effected. Redundancy which is often used in connection with 
reliability, arises when within a system or con:ponent there 
is more than one way of performing a given function or the -
system has the capacity to function.without failing.beyond 
the normal operating conditions imposed upon it. Active 
iedundancy would involve the operation of components below 
their rated capacity. Standby redillldancy is when an alter-















always available bµt not in ope.ration until required. It 
is as well to mention the. proposed operational ph~losophy 
which the report assumes. Any minor faults occuring in the 
system would be isolated and lef t until the annual mainten-
• ance and repair work was carried out during the suµuner. 
The system would be designed to permit this philosophy to 
be extended to major components such as submarine links. 
However, attempts to repair major faults (it is anticipated 
that the weather would be the limiting factor here) would 
be made as sooa as possible. No outages for maintenance 
would occUl' until the annual summer insoection when it would 
•. . \ 
be hoped that the available redundancy would maintain output 
levels. 
,. 
The starting point of a reliability analy~is is the 
failµ.re ~data of all the components which make up the system. 
The full analysis of any system containing redundant capac-
(23) 
i ty requi!es. computer modelling. Al though this has not 
·been done here, a step-by-step approach has been used in 
an attempt to bring the question of reliability into perspec-
tive • 
5.1 The Generators 
I :::.~·"' 
No detailed data has been collected on the reliability< 
(27,) 
but a firm operation life of five years has been assumed, 
of the hydraulic .system. This is regarded as being pa.rt of . 
the system which produces a torque-limited prime mover for 
electrical generati0n. However, it should be noted ,.. that 
much of the following discussion on generator redundancy, 
resulting from over-design capacity, applies equally t~ the 
hydraulic system. 
·Advances in generator design have i mproved their reli-
ability considerably, although this statement is perhaps not 
46 
accurate with l'egard to :-.the largest (60011/J) sets. However, 
it is true to say that the experience gained on large sets 
- . 
has led to m6re reliable small sets. The major advance in 
this -field has been the advent -of the b.ru·shless exciter 
(24-) . 
-design which is now preferred by most mariufacturel's. The 
generators used would be of this type thereby eliminating 
the frequent inspection of slip .rings or co~mutatorso 
The principle used to provide secure generation cap-
acity in the proposed sche~e is based on l'edundancy. Because 
of the possibility of damage to the genel'ators by high inci-
rlent wave power densities it was proposed to install twice 
I 
the estimated required generation capacity. The6reticallyj 
this means that up to 50% of the gene.rators in each duck , 
could fail without affecting average output_ levels. In 
practic··e, this may lead to stability problems and would ren-
de~ the remaining system susceptible to further damage from 
high seas. , I_t is likely that with indepen,dent controllers 
on each generator stability,problems could be overcome and 
torque limit adjustment could be made at the expense of 
some efficiency. A large 660MW brushless exciter machine 
has recently been designed to operate for twelve to eight-
-- ," (25) -
een month·s without shutdown. Manufacturers of machines 
_of appropriate size and design for the proposed scheme also 
considered their product to be c~able of operating contin-
( 15) 
uously for over twelve months. It seems that' electrical 
failure is very unlikely with reliability approaching that 
(26) -
of transformers (once in every hundred years ). Any fail-
ure would almost certainly be of a mechanical nature and 
with only one moving part this has to be a main bearing 
.fault. With such a small unit and regular maintenance it 
':-















is unlikely that four gene.rators in eve.ry eight will fail. 
With well-planned maintenance, gene.ration capacity will 
almost certainly be maintained at 100~. 
1:t is worthwhile to not.e that redundancy, as well as 
making mathematical modelling very difficult, may be used 
in several ways in the proposed scheme. If, through .exper-
1€nce, ~earing failure was found to cause most problems the~ 
~our generators would be used as standby redundance. However, 
if electrical failures were found to occur then a policy of 
active redundancy would be employed, (eight generators work-. .. 
0 I ' • 
' ' 
~ng) thereby derating the machines. Almost any possible 
combination of machine states is possible (minimum of four 
~ully-rated generators). . :· .. ·:: . 
. The a.c. controllers on the generators· are estimated 
· ( 16) 
to be reliable for many thousands of operations. This · · 
component life will span several years of rea3: .time. One 
of the possible operational policies would be to replace ·::~ 
. , 
generators and possibly other components after five years 
of operation. Considering the state of the solid-state-
component market, they may well become out-of-date in five 
years and would be replaced in any case. 
e ' Again, with 50% redundancy it is unlikely that a.c. con-
trollers would have a. major influence on security of gener-
ation. Their minimal cost means that they could be gr-ossly 
overdesigned if difficulties were ex~erienced • 
5.2 Sea Bed Conversion 
The 1·eliabili ty of this part of the ~ystem· d_epenaf· 
"On the circuit configura t·i .on. Two schemes wer~· rrfenticfned · . •. :t 
in Chapter 2. The first. of these involves four ducks feed-
ing to a common busbar then to a 415V/11kV, 16MVA transformer 
4 
~ •• '1, 
'·· 
• l i 
.:, 




which feeds to the sea bed. In this scheme the loss of the 
transformer o.r busbar would mean a drop in total output of 
1.6,% (one set of four ducks in a total of sixty-four). 
Transformer 
. 5 X 10-6h-1 
(23) 
5.2.1, . 
failure rates c") are variously quoted between 
(23) 6 1 (26) and 1.1 x 10- h- · - • Using equation 
for the reliability (successful operation) of the 
device fo.r time t,' this gives .reliabilities between 95.7% 
and 99.0% respectively. 
c s.2.1) 
'. .6 .1 ( 23) 
Bus bar failure .rates are quoted as 1 x 1 o- h-
giving 99% reliability. Now the reliabilitt of two series 
components is much easier to analyse than that of parallel 
components and is given by equation 5.~.2. 
where f'= 1, 2, • ••••••• 
. t s.2.2) 
the number of series components. 
Therefore the busbar and transformer in series give a reli-
ability of 94.9%. 
The flexible submarine links to the sea bed would 
have an average length of approximately 300m. Submarine 
cable faults occur on average once in ten years per twenty 
(26) 
kilometres of cable, and take about 4-} weeks to repair • 
. ·~ 
This gives an approximate failure rate for each flexible 
link as 1.71 x 10-?h-1 and reliability of 99.9%. Regarding · 
the busbar, on-board transformer and flexible cable as being 
a series link, the breaking of which would result in the loss 
of power from four ducks, gives an overall re~iability of 
the link as 94.7%. The mean time between failure is given 
(23) 
by . ~'-i and for the above link this would work out at 
approximately twenty years~ With sixty-;our similar links 















• I ' ' 
resulting in a maxim~~ of 4~7% loss of whole year output. 
With a feel for the reliability of the abov~ system 
it is possible to anticipate how a system u~sing .one contin-
• 6> . .. . • ~ 
uous (8km) busbar with transformers distributed at various 
points along its length would react,(Chapter 2). The number 
of transformers would be the same as above·. '.-Ho\1ever, thes.~. 
t.ransformers, at 16 11VA, a.re 100% over-rated and half of 
them would be quite capable of taking full load. The busbar 
·' 
and flexible cable links ·are sirrlifarily over-rated. There-
fore, it seems to be posslble· to improve the reliability of 
the busbar-transformer-sea bed link, to virtpally~100% at no 
I 
additional expense. (See technical problems associated with 
this scheme in Chapter 2.) 
Sea ·Bed Proce ssing 
If the metal housing can be made to withstand the corrosive 
elements in its environ~ent then the a.c. processing station 
would be reasonably reliable. With only one busbar, one 
transformer and one circuit breaker the total failure rate . 
amounts to 16 x 10-6h-1 • (Circuit breaker: ·"-= 10 x 10-6h-1.) 
Reliability would be 87% (using equation 5.2.2) and the mean 
time between failures would be more than 7 years • 
The d.c. processing station is less reliable. As can be 
seen from Figure 5o3.1. the · percentage loss of availability 
due to d.c. plant failure in all high voltage d.c. systems 
throughout the wor ld is very sma11.< 2?) However, Table 5.3.1 
from . the same r·efe.rence shows that at least one fault occurs 
every year. It is not made clear whether the faults occur 
in the rectifie~ or the inverter. It is more likely that 
the faults were in the inver t ers where more complex thyristor 
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For such an inaccessible site it is not the outage 
time which is important parameter but the number of 
faults which have a detremental effect on output -levels 
until a repair is effected. Methods of reducing these inc-
lude de.rating the electronic components; the use of high 
reliability parts involving special testing of individual 
components and the building in of redundancy. Of these 
the most effective would seem to be redundancy, perhaps on 
the same scale as the on-duck scheme. This has not been 
costed in previous chapters but at £2M for a rectifier it 
may not be excessive considering the possible improvement 
, in reliability. An attempt is now made to assess this 
1 
possible improvement when a complete rectifier is us.ed as 
standby. 
Looking at the convertor valve failures for 1972 from 
Table ,.1.3 gives an average number of failures per annum 
of 21. (This excludes the 1972 figure for the French station 
of the Cross Channel link.) The estimation of reliability 
assumes that on average 21 component failures will occur 
52 
each year whilst the devices are operating within their design 
capabilities (i.e. failure from inherent wea~ness) • 
Consider a single rectifier consisting of 61;. bri_dges . 
(one for each power input cable). If there are no bypass 
. switches then one component failure would put the whole bridge . 
out of action. If there were bypass switches then a component 
failure would result in the loss of 1/61;. of input power. On 
average there are 21 faults per annum and so the mean time 
between failures is 17 days. The fraction of full power out-
put which could be reasonably expected is given by considering 




Figure 5.3.2. This is: 
(~ X 1) + 
= 0.83 
(1 3.±a 21) 2X36,Xol+ 
In the worst case all 21 faults would occur in the first 
day and the total power output would be 43/64 of the total 
capacity (i.e. the rectangular area in Figure 5.3.2). 
In chapter 4 it was estimated that £84M could be saved 
on conventional power station fuel. bills by using wave power 
whenever it was available, If 0.17 of the available wave 
power was lost due to rectifier failure, then £14.3M would 
be the drop in coal and oil savings. In the worst case £28M 
would be the estimated d~op in savings. 
Now consider the double rectifier situation. One com-
plete rectifier is used as standby redundancy and one of its 
bridges is switched in when a bridge in the first rectifier 
" 
fails. In the worst case there would be twenty-one faults 
in the first day. These would destroy ten pairs of bridges 
and the system would operate at 54/64 of full power for a 
year. The loss in savings would be £13,000,000 - less than 
the average figures for the single rectifier case. 
It is extremely difficult to work out the power lost i~ 
the double rectifier scheme when the twenty-one faults occur 
. at regular intervals throughout the year. Figure 5.3.3 is 
used to help simplify and explain the pr oblem. Constructed 
in a similar manner as Fig. 5.3.2 t he lower rectangle repre-
sents the worst case power output for a year. However, the 
probable contour of the upper curve will not be a st.raight 
line joining the_ two end points. This is easily seen since 
after twenty-one faults there need not be any lines faulted. 
Indeed , it is unlikely that the twenty-one faults will occur 
on pa±rs of bridges. Therefore, by using a straight line 
53 
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between end points as an approximation the results obtained 
will err on the conservative side. 
The fraction of full power output which would reason-
ably be expected over a year is again given by considering 
the enclosed area. 
. 54 · 1 · lO 
: (64 X 1) + (2 X 64) 
· - 0.92 
This would result in lost savings of £6.7m. 
A comparison of the loss in conventional fuel savings 
between the single and th~~. double rectifier schemes shows 
an approximate improvement of at least £7M when a standby 
rectifi~r is incorporated. As quoted in Chapter 3 a standby 
rectifier would cost about fl6M, i.e. £1.6M per annum at a 
capital return rate of 10%. On balance then . the standby 
,,;;- rectifier would seem to be worthwhile and is therefore incl-
uded in the cost of scheme Cc) in Appendix 3. 
The probability of losing 1/64 of the power due to fail-
' ures in a double rectifier scheme can be estimated~ This 
is done by developing a series (Appendix 5). The probability 
of the double rectifier scheme .working for a year without 
failure is taken from Table A5.2 as being 76%. This compares 
with 87% as the reliability of an a.c. scheme. It must be 
noted that a.c. failure would result in the loss of 400MW as 
opposed to 62.SMW in the d.c. case. 
5.4 Transmission Ashore 
As mentioned in section 5.2 cable fault~ occur once 
every ten years per twenty kilometres of cable. The pro-
posed schemes would lie approximately twenty kilometres off-
shore and so one fault could be expected every ten years. 


























The failure of submarine cables tends to be due to 
external influences such as fishing activities or the dragg-
. ·• 
56 
ing of ships' anchors. The g.reatest improvement in reliability 
would the1~efore be brought about by introducing .redundancy in 
the fo.rm of an ext.ra cable. 'rhis cable may be used as active 
redundancy to de.rate the existing cables, thereby .reducing 
the probability of failure due to inherent cable weaY..nesses. 
In a 300 km link consisting of 9 cables, one a standby, (as 
proposed in Appendix 3) t_he.re would be approximately 14 faults 
per year, each taking~ weeks to repair.( 26 ) This means· 
that one repair ship could not cope with all the faults. 
Overhead line faults occur on ave.rage three times pe.r 
I 
annum per 15km of line and take about 5 hours to repair. <26) 
The over-land schemes propose 370km of -line and so there 
would be approximately 75 faults per annum. Each of the 
proposerl 765kV circuits would therefore be down for 1i90 hours 
per year • . •. 
Convertor reliability is taken as being the same as for 
the single rectifier scheme discussed earlier. That is 21 
faults per year on average, each taking about 3 hours to 
repair (from Table 5.3.1). 
R.,~view of Reliability 
This brief discussion of reliability has reavealed 
several important points; 
(a) As far as the electrical generation, transformation and 
· feeding to the sea bed are concerned, there _ is sufficient 
redundancy to ensure reliable performance without standby 
barrages. The reliability of the civil installation may, 
however, warrant the inclusion of a spare. The cost and 
details of a system designed with the benifit of all the 
r 
., 
information gathered in this report is detailed and costed 
in Appendix 3. · 
(b) The real problems with reliability arise down stream 
· of the flexible cable links. An a.c. processing station 
would fail approximately once every 7 years and may also 
.require a shut down of . 400Mw of power every year for main-. 
tenance. Including the mA1ntenance of circuit breakers 
and auxiliary equipment this would come to about 4 days a 
year. (26~ 
(c} ~he d.c. processing station with two rectifiers, one 
as standby, is sufficiently reliable if all damaged bridges 
are replaced once every year. This would also require shut 
down of 4oox~ of capacity for several days. 
(d) The submarine links of 20km can be made reliable by 
laying sufficient extra cables as redundancy. As well as 
their extra cost per metre length of link, some adaitional 
switching and cabling arrangements would have to be made 
between the s~a bed stations in order that. the redundant 
cables may be used to carry ~the power from any of the pro-
cessing stations in a large scheme. 
(e} Because of the reliability considerations, a 300km 
submarine link at 250kV d.c. does not appear to be feasible. 
At 4COkV d.. c. a 3000t•Dt.: scheme would require only six instead 
of the original nine cables, but on average, 40 weeks per 
year would be required to repair the nine faults which . would 
occu.r. This -is still not really practical. 
(f) Unless the converter were also to have a significant 
am~unt of redundancy the station would require manning (or 
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6. Conclusions and Re.commendations . 
This report has attemp ted to assess the economic feasi-
. ·. 
bility and reliability of large scale electrical generation 
from wave powe1' by studying a small 400HW _$odular unit. The 
principal results of the study are that: 
(a) a.c. and d.c. generation and transmission over twenty 
kilometres of submarine link to the nearest landfall would 
cost approximately the same. 
(b) the cost per kilowatt from a large scheme, at less than 
£300, would be competitive with nuclear power. (for power 
, delivered by four hundred kilometres of submarine cable and 
overhead line to the load centre) 
(c) the unit cost of electricity from a wave power scheme 
will be of the order of pence, including capital repayment 
charges. 
(d) a 30001'1W scheme c.Juld save over £80,000,000 pe! year 
in coal and oil fuel costs. 
(e) the reliability of the electrical system could be made 
adequate by the inclusion of sufficient redundancy. The 
scheme would appear to remain economic even with this redun-
dancy. 
r-
At the present stage of wave power development ideas 
are still diverging. This report must therefore recommend 
further research into all the possible options with a view 
t~ gathering sufficient information from wnich one or perhaps 
two schemes emerge as being the most promis1.ng.i .·  
The report recommends: 
(a) further work into the best opera tional mode and the 




(b) there are obvious possibilities for a long overhead 
d.c. link which require investigation. 
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(c) because of the stability problems of coupling a.c. sys-
tems and the little differences in cost between a.c. and d.c. 
generation, transmission ashore should be by d.c. 
(d) computer modelling of promising schemes to determine 
more precisely the optimum amount of redundancy to be included. 
(e) an economic evaluation of "jetting"(entrenching sub-
marine cables in the sea bed) to increase reliability and 
reduce repair costs resulting from external influences and 
abrasion. 
(f) a study of accessibility for maintenance and repair 
purposes. 
(g) a study of the requirements for standby capacity in the 
case of calm seas. 
(h) a study to find the optimum number of generators and 
the optimum combination of standby redundQncy and .active 
redundancy. .-
It must be said that when in doubt costs have been over-
estimated, and also that in all schemes the redundancy incl-
uded was ari overestimate since in most cases this amounted 
to 10076. Nevertheless, within the wide limits of accuracy 
the results of the study were strongly indicative that ele-
ctrical generation from wave power could be economically 
feasible. 
The final decision may, however, not lie in the hands 
of the economist nor t~e design engineer, but in the hands 
of the politician and it is perhaps ironic that the future 
. of a clean and non-polluting source of energy may be con-
·demned by environmentalists. 
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Appendix 1 
Cap-ital Cost of A.C. Scheme 
The calculation is based on the proposed generating 
system of sixty-four four-duck units feeding to the sea bed. 
Transmission costs are based on twenty kilometres of submarine 
cable which would be the required length to carry the power 
to the nearest land fall. This measure is taken since it 
61 
seems likely from power loss considerations that the voltage 
would be stepped-up to perhaps 765kV for overland transmission 
(8) 
from a .remote site such as the Outer Hebrides. It is also 
a reasonable length of submarine cable for use in other sites 




Incident wave power density 
Length of ins_talla tion 
Cost of duck construction 





£500m-1 diameter, m-1 length 
£1+o,ooo,ooo 
Continued overleaf/ Electrical Installation 
r ~ 
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Sea bed transformer o.8 
Circuit breaker and prote6tion o.4 
Submarine cable (20km) 10.0 
Laying cost (20km) 
Total 
62 
There are power losses in the scheme which must be costed 
and included in the total capital cost. The costs of losses 
per kilowatt are taken from reference 10. 
LOSSES 
A.C. Cable Soecification 
Line voltage 
qurrent carrying capacity per conductor 
Conductor cross-sectional area 







For a twenty kilometre run, assuming single cable, the charg-
ing current per conductor= 100A. 
Assuming generation efficiency of 0.96 
and transformation efficiency of 0.98 :-
• I 





MVA available for transmission = Generator power x "i g x 1tt 
= 400 X 0.96 X 0.98 
= 376MVA 
Current per conductor = p X 3 
3 x vlirie 
= 376 X 106 
3 X 275 X 103 
= 790A 
Power into cable at full load = 3 Vline Iline cos 9 
-·Loss per conductor 
Total cable loss 
:. Transmitted power 
: 3 X 275 X 103(7902 1002)½ 
= 373MW 
= t 2R 
= 7902 X 0.043 X 20 
= O. 5½:l1W 
1.6MW 
= 373 - 1.6 
37Hfw 




: • Losses 





Cost of losses 
= 364MW 
= 361-.W 
















TOTAL CAPI TAL COST 
Civil • • • • •• • • 
Elect.rJcal system •• • • 
Losses • • •• • • • • 
Total capital cost • • • • 




• • •• • • •• 40.06 
• • .. 25.70 • • • • • • ', • 
• • • • • • • • 2.20 
•• •• • • • • £68.00 
to land • • •• £190.00 
· ~ndix 2 
Capital C8st of D.C. Scheme 
As with the a.c. scheme this estimation is based on the 
use of twenty kilometres of submarine cable to carry the 
power to the nearest landfall. 
CIVIL I:i~STALLATION 
As for a.a. scheme, Appendix 1. 





A.C. controllers o.8 
Flexible busbar 0.2 
On-Board transformer 1.7 
" 
Flexible cable 0.1 
Sea bed housing 0.1 
Rectifier 2.0 
Submarine cable (20km) 4.o 




Unlike the a.c. case there are no charging current losses, 
only I 2R losses. 
Continued overleaf/Losses 
65 
. : . 
f. 
J 
LOS C T.><'.'< u.u1J 
Q• C. Cab~~- _Spegj.fica tion 
Cable voltage 
Number of conductors 
Current carrying capacity per conductor 
C.r_oss sectional area of cond11ctor 
Resistance per conductor 
Assuming generation efficiency of 0.96 
and transformation efficiency of 0.98 





4 -1 0._0.3ohrn km 
Power into cable = Generator power xz g x t t x Zc 
= 400 X 0.96 X 0.98 X 0.95 
Current in cable 
Loss in cable 
~ .u~Jr~. 
= P/V 
-·= ';l ~s ;.: 1 o ~ -1 ..l.-4,...,.~~ X ~ 
250 X 10 ~ 
= 212h. 
= I2R 
= 7152 X 0.043 X 2 X 20 
= Q. .. 87MW 
Power at the receiving end = (Power in - loss) x 1 c 
= (358 - 0.87) X 0.95 
Total losses 
C 





Cost of losses 
=J~ 
= 4-00 - 340 
= 60M"! 






: 70 X 60 X i03 




TOTAL CAPITAi. COST 
£M 
Civil • • • • • • • • •• • • ., . • • 40.00 
Elect.rical •• • • •• • • • • • •• • • 20.50 
Losses • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 4!20 
Total capital cost ... • • • • • • • • • • · £65.00 
/ 















Some Poss; ble La.rge Scale Schemes ( ~OOOM\J ) 
The figures used a.re mostly simple multiples of those 
tabulated in Chapte.r 3 since it is most likely that large . 
scale schemes will be made from modula.r units. 
A unit size of 400MW ( de sc1·ibed in Chapter 2) is used 
here. (N.B. from Appendices 1 and 2 cost per kilowatt to 
nearest landfall is £190). 
(A) From Outer Hebrides 275kV overland to Glasgow. 
a.c • d. c • . 
£M • I £M. 
'Eight 400MW barrages 418 I 418 
Eight sea bed processing -stations 10 17 
Eight lengths of 40km submarine 160 64 cable (to shore and between islands) 
Eight l~ngths of 370km 0/H line 184 72 
Eight conver·tors and electrodes . 68 --
£772 £639 
- -
Cost per kilowatt 
£320 £270 (assuming 20;6 losses) 
This scheme is very unreliable as it does not have spare 
submarine links which are necessary to aviod losing 12% of 
outpl1t every time t~e.re is a cable failure. If nine cables 
were laid then they could all be used ~to help transfer ·high 
output levels in seas of more than 50.kWm-1• 
Continued overleaf/ (B) 
68 
(B) D.C. Submarine link to Argyll then overhead to Glasgow 
(250kV) 
Eight 4-00!"iW barrages 
Nine sea bed processing stations 
Nine lengths of 300km submarine cable 
Eight lengths of 100km 0/H line 
Eight convertors and electrodes 
Cost per kilowatt (assuming 30% losses) 









The work of Dinwiddie suggests that 765kV a.c. would 
be the best voltage for transmission • . · From ·the combined 
results of economic, technical and .reliability studies by 
Dlnwid&ie and Roberts the following scheme seems to be the 
most promising to aaie. 
£M Eight 40mr.w barrages 418 
Eight sea bed processing stations (d . c.) 33 
Nine d.c. links to Outer Hebrides (20km) 36 
Uist (8. km) ( 1·p kw-1 km_p)~) 3000l{w d. c. link 'across '1' 1 
Nine d.c. links to Skye (25km) 45 
Eight convertors and electrodes 68 
Step-up transformer (275kV/765kV) (a.c.) 10 
{ 2 8) 
Overhead 765kV (370km) (a.c.) 56 
Step-down transformer {765kV/275kV) -1Q 
£677 
-== 



















Unit Cost of A.C. Scheme 
Total capital cost of scheme= £68,000,000 
Therefore annual cost at repayment .rates of 10%, 15% and 20% 
is £6.8M, £10.2M and £13.6M respectively. 
The computation used two formulae : 
Number of units produced per annum= hours in a year x power 
delivered ashore x load factor of duck x electrical 1oad 
factor 
Annual cost= capital cost x rate ot repayment 
·:: Unit cost= f!t:f~ + 0.15 p/kWh 
0.15p/kWh is allowed for the maintenance costs. 
Summer 
Electrical Load Factor Repayment Rate (p/kWh) 
10% 15% 20% 
100% o.86 1.22 1.57 
80% 1.04 1.48 ' 1.93 
, · . . . 
60% 1.33 1.93 2. 52 
4o% 1.93 2.82 3.70 
20% 3.70 5.48 7.26 
Autumn 
Electrical Load Factor Repayment Rate (p/kWh) 
10% 15% 20% 
100% o.48 0.65 0.82 
80% 0.57 0.77 0.98 
60% 0.71 0.98 1.26 
40% 0.98 1. 40 1.82 
)Q0% · 1 .87 2.65 3.48 
. 7t 
Winter 
Electrical Load Factor Repayment Rate (p/kWh) 
10% 15% 20% " 
100% o.4o o. 53 0.65 
80% o.46 0.62 0.78 
60% o. 57 0.78 0.99 
40% o •. 78 1 .. 09 1.41 
20% 1 .41 2.04 2.67 
Spring 
Electrical Load Factor Repayment Rate (p/kWh) 
10% 1 55'o 20J~ 
100~ 0.55 0.75 0.95 
80% 0.65 0.90 1.16 
60Jt 0.82 l .16 1.49 
40% 1.16 1.66 2.16 
20% 2.16 3.17 4.17 
Whole Year 
~· 
Electrical Load Factor Repayment Rate (p/kWh) 
4,. r· r,'! ~. r;r., 10% 15% 20% 
-: 
I 100% o. 53 0.72 0.91 . , ' ., 
80% 0.63 o.86 1.10 
60% 0.78 1.10 1.42 
4oo, /0 1.10 ( 1. 58 ; 2.05 
20% 2.05 3.01 3.96 
Appendix 5 
Reliability of Double Rectifier 
The double rectifier scheme is shown in Figure A5.1 (the three phase 
supplies to corresponding bridges beine common), It should .be emphasised 
that this ·scheme is considered merely for illustrative purposes. The 
eventual system may be considerably different ·in rating and design. The 
bank of three phase diode bridges on the left is used initially. 
When a bridge on the left fails and is disconnected the corresponding 
bridge on the right is switched on using its a.co controller. Assuming 
a total of 21 f aults per year, each of which causes a complete bridge 
failure, the probability of the complete rectifier remaining intact 
(i.e. capable of delivering full power) can be estimated. 
The probability of losing power is the probability of failure of 
two corresponding bridges, e.g. 2a and 2b. After one ~ault the probability 
is zero since, say, bridge 2b is not used until bridge 2a has failed. 
Therefore: 
P (intact after one fault)= 1 
P (l0J3S of power after two faults) 
7 
L 
= P (two corresponding bridges in each rectifier failing,e.g. 2a & 2b) 
= 1/64 X 1/64 
= ( 1/64)2 
= P2(L) 
P (intact after two faults= 1 - P
2
(L) 
P (loss of power after three faults) 
= P (intact after t wo faults) x P (fault will ~e on a bridge in the 
right-hand rectifier corresponding to a failed bridge in the 
left-hand rectifier.) 
~ Q - P /L)] x 2/64 : since there will now be two faulted bridges 








1'he serie~ is developed in Tables A5.1 and A5.2. 
Note that when two corresponding bridges fail the by-pass switch 
is closed. 
. •' , 'l. . ,. I . ~ JI 
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Figure A 5.1: bouble Rectifier 
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Probability of Double Bridge Failure 












Prob~bility of Failure 
of Both Bridges 
0 
,(1/64) 2 
(1 - P2(L))2/64 
(1 - P3(1))3/64 





(1 - p20(1))"20/64 
Probability of Rectifier 
Remaining Intact, P (L) n 
1 











Numerical Estinate of Probabil;tty__of Double Bridge Failure 
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Asia & European u.s.s.R. 6300 
Total u.s.s.R. 5900 




Central & South America 18 
Total Coal Resources 8600 
Source: Reference (1). 
Table f. 2 World Uranium Reserves 
Recovery cost 
10-20 
8/Kg of u308 -

















(thousands of tonnes) 
20-30 30-60 
700 lt-00 
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Table 3.1.1 













Circuit Breaker and Protection 
Rectifier 
Table 3,.3.1 
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Table 5.3 .1 
.. · ----- .... 
Number of Faults of >l Minute and Equivalent Availability Lost 1971/1972 
System or A.C. Filters 
· Station and Sync. 
Upp,:r Line: • Campen· 
1971 tor 
Lowc:r Line • 
197:? :-..:u h :min 
Gotlancl 
I 0:10 
4 99 :26 











l\.:w ZcJla ri d 







N/A - Data not av~able 
0/S - Out of Service 
, . 
I 
Other A.C. Convt:rtor 
Equipment \'alv,:~ 
:-..:u. h : 111111 :-..:u. 11 : 111111 
15 3:54 3 2: 15 
2 4:4!! 6 9:25 
4 0 :34 
l 947 29 ~ :51 
'I 11 :27 -.oo 43 :20 
5 0:45 
IS :? :S:? :?U O:~O 
I 0:19 4 0: 12 
4 0:52 
2 0 :27 13 4 :41 
I 2:00 6 I :03 
I 0:05 
4 3:49 60 5:21 
5 4:5 7 2.l S:34 
4 7: 17 55 17 : 12 
4 5.05 23 1:: :30 
C) 15 :J.~ ~: 21< :J<; 





T de-- Error \IJint.:-




~.' nknu~n Outa~t: 
\..::nb~r 
h 
ul f\ ..-nt, 
\ u h:111i11 :-..:u. h : 111111 \ u. h : 111111 \,,. h:11111 
12 -2: 14 2 106 .., 0: 15 ::85 35 ... 
\A 
I 5 25 ::?4 I 929 2 6:35 246 30 
71 49 :54 .. IS :02 1-4::! 7-J -
I I 920 
! 
31 
l'J 'J2:.4(J 2 51 :2S 63 I ~90 
17 3: 11:! 6 37 ::?9 \ S S:30 I 023 I .. -.· 
J I 2<>:04 l 10:48 26 3: l!S S3 7 So 
6 5:26 2 I :14 312 14 
8 I :3S - 2 i Q 12 
I 2: 11 5 2 734 I O:Oi IIH! ' .. -· 2 0:05 4 824 2 2:09 22S 15 
N/A 
6~6 ' I 
'.'i .'A 
7 0 :~6 4 4:22 2 O:O: 6oti 77 
.,o 120 35 I l bJ I 0:05 646 Q1 
43 1.N J5 '' I 2 t>SJ 141 
15 38:44 14 3:36 I 027 56 
J 14:li5 I I :04 6 0: 19 541 4S 
10 !! :19 I 0:06 21n 29 
77 
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FIGURE 4.1 . 2(a) POWER OUT FOR DUCK 
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